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Abstra t. This work presents some results on the appli ation of a riterion used to ompare the senses of a pair of words. A measure that
involves the senses of words was used to reinfor e hypothesis like hyponymy relationship between the words.

1 Introdu tion
Information Retrieval Systems (IRS) use lexi al relationships (hyponymy, synonymy, holonymy, et .) in order to improve its performan e. In parti ular, query
expansion te hniques help to solve this task [4, 2℄. The problem is to onstru t
these lexi al resour es for di erent domains. In [6℄, for two words x and y , the
relation x hyperonym of y is obtained, through the subsumption notion: x subsumes y if Ay  Ax , where Aw denotes the set of ontexts (do uments, senten es,
et .) that ontain the word w. For hyperonyms in general Ay  Ax is not satised, but 80% of the members of Ay are in Ax .
We are interested in the exploration of several lexi al relationships. In the
present work the problem of omparing two sets is fa ed by omputing how mu h
a set is in luded in another; this is the base to de ne the quantity subsumption
ratio. We spe i ally use the features of the ontexts instead of the ontexts.
Features of a ontext follow the IRS idea of do ument representation by index
terms. Now, the in lusion property of x subsumes y is expressed in the framework
of formal on epts by duality: Bx  By , where Bw is the set of features that
ea h member of Aw holds.
Thus, we will on eive the ontexts that use a word w (a subset of Aw ) with
the same meaning as instan es of a on ept. In the formal on ept theory [1℄
we an ompare two on epts using its omponents, namely intent and extent.
The extent is the set of obje ts whi h are instan es of the on ept, and the
intent is the set of features that are satis ed by all the obje ts as ribed to the
on ept. In this approa h, a on ept is more general than another if the extent
of the former ontains the extent of the latter or, equivalently, if the intent of
the former is ontained in the intent of the latter. This supports the use of the
intent to ompare the sets of ontexts.

The next se tion spe i es the notion of subsumption ratio. Next the experiment arried out is des ribed, and at the end the on lusions of this work are
presented.

2 Subsumption Ratio
Let us onsider a orpus T and the set of all senten es that use in T the word w,
Aw , and let Aiw 2 Aw . We may representi Aiw by its index terms or features, Bwi ,
i.e. the most representative words of Aw with respe t to Aw . To determine the
representative terms, v 2 Bwi , the dis rimination value model is used ([5℄ presents
this model). Dis rimination value model de nes the do ument frequen y of v ,
dfv , as the number of do uments that ontain the term v. Thus, for some i,
v 2 Bwi if dfv 2 [nw =100; nw=10℄, where nw = #Aw . Let us denote the k-th
sense of the word w by wk . wk will be represented by some subset A(wk )  Aw ,
where ea h ontext, member of A(wk ), uses the same sense of w. Aw may be
partitioned to group the most similar Aiw 2 Aw that represent wk . For this task
we use Bwi instead of Aiw . Thus, we may represent the on ept of the k -th sense of
w with the extent A(wk ) and the intent B(wk ). The goal is to ompare di erent
meanings of two words, through its intents to on lude a semanti relationship
between them. We de ne the subsumption ratio of xi to yj as:

(xi ; yj ) = #(B(#xiB) (\xiB) (yj ))
where B (wk ) is the set of features of the k -th sense of the word w. Note that
B(xi ) \ B(yj ) is the intent of a more general on ept. Certainly if B(xi )  B(yj )
then (xi ; yj ) = 1. Thus, we an use the ratio of features in B (xi ) that are in
B(yj ) to indi ate how mu h xi subsumes yi. If (xi ; yj ) is high then xi will
subsume yj with degree (xi ; yj ). This point is dire tly related with the ri hes
of the orpus.
Besides, we need to ompute (yj ; xi ) whi h will omplement the knowledge
about xi and yj . For example, if both ratios have a high value we an strengthen
the hypothesis of synonymy relationship between those word senses. From the
previous remark it an be established the onditions to nd some relationship
between two word senses. Fixing the words x and y , and denoting (xi ; yj ) by
ij , we propose the following rules:

yj
yj

xi ij is high and ji is high
xi ij is high and ji is low
ij is high and ji is medium
ij is low and ji is medium
ij is low and ji is low
This lassi ation has impli it two thresholds 1 , the maximum for low values
of ij and 2 , the maximum for medium values of ij .
synonym of

:

hyponym of

:

strongly related:
weakly related:

very low relation:

3 Experiment
The orpus1 (10Mb) is omposed of 2057 arti les, 61,216 senten es, a vo abulary
of 136,988 signs (di erent words in luding pun tuation, abbreviations and numbers) and 18,092 stems. The frequen y of words was observed to hoose those
words that ould provide suÆ ient ontexts to the pro essing. Stop words were
removed and the remaining words were stemmed. The test was performed on the
words: triunfo `triumph', vi toria `vi tory', militar `military', oronel ` olonel',
teniente `lieutenant', avi
on `plane', aeroplano `airplane', aeropuerto `airport',
and hijo `son' whose frequen ies are 120, 140, 520, 251, 100, 590, 62, 166, 507,
respe tively. In the experiment were arried out the next steps:
1. Given a word w:
(a) To obtain Aw .
(b) To represent ea h member Akw 2 Aw by Bwk , using the dis riminator
terms ontained in Aw .
( ) To partition the olle tion Aw a ording to the most similar uses of
w: A(w1 ); A(w2 ); : : : A(wp ), (Aw = [qp A(wq )). In this task Ja ard
similarity measure is used. A(wk ) has the orresponding B (wk ); ea h
pair (A(wk ); B (wk )) represents a sense wk .
2. Given two luster olle tions orresponding to x and y , all pairs (taking only
the largest groups) are produ ed, then (xi ; yj ) and (yj ; xi ) are applied,
where i and j range from 1 to the number of elements in the luster olle tion
of x's and y 's, respe tively.
3. The highest values of (xi ; yj ) and (yj ; xi ) and its di eren e (max ) are
used to lassify the dominant relationship between x and y .

x-y

max i,j (xi; yj ) (yj ; xi ) Class
triunfo-vi toria
0.09 1,1 0.54
0.45 synonym
militar-teniente
0.40 2,2 0.50
0.08 hyponym
militar- oronel
0.48 3,2 0.66
0.18 hyponym
aeroplano-avion
0.63 2,1 0.02
0.66 hyponym
aeropuerto-avion
0.54 2,2 0.31
0.85 strongly related
aeropuerto-aeroplano 0.31 2,2 0.36
0.05 weakly related
hijo-aeropuerto
0.07 4,2 0.18
0.10 unrelated
Table 1. Classi
ation with the subsumption ratio.
In the table 1 we used the thresholds 1 = 0:2 and 2 = 0:4. For x =\militar"
the number of largest lusters was six and for y =\teniente" was two, whi h gives
12 ombinations. Both values (xi ; yj ) and (yj ; xi ) were al ulated and plotted
for ea h one of these ombinations. The graph is shown at g. 1-b. The rst half
1

It is a olle tion of sele ted arti les from the Mexi an newspaper El Universal, titled
80 A~
nos Informando (1916-1996) `80 years of information'.

of the graph orresponds to one sense of x varying all senses of y . The similarity
matrix obtained in the lustering pro ess was used to visualize the main senses
of the word militar (see g. 1-a), this is an iso-analogi al representation of the
word senses [3℄.
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(a) Clusters of ontexts for militar. (b) Subsumption ratio for teniente and

4 Con lusions
In this paper we have de ned a measure based on the subsumption notion and
formal on ept theory in order to know the degree of relationship between two
senses of words. This measure uses only a raw orpus and its advantage is that no
domain knowledge is required. For this approa h we have shown some examples
but it is ne essary an exhaustive test.
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